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      Max      
     # of  Interior Frame  
Item # Model Length Width Tube Thwarts Width Length Kick Weight MSRP

85037.01 E-120D 12'3" 6'3" 18.5" 2 37.5" 60" 28" 117 lbs. $4,750
85039.01 E-130 13' 6'2" 18" 2 37" 72" 28" 123 lbs. $5,195
85040.01 E-136 13'6" 6'6" 20" 2 38" 73" 30" 134 lbs. $5,395
85043.01 E-132D 13'5" 6'4" 19" 2 38" 77" 29" 133 lbs. $5,450
85253.01 E-139D 13'9" 6'7" 17.5"/19" 3 40" 68" 28" 139 lbs. $5,695
85049.01 E-142 14' 6'6" 20" 2 37" 82" 30.5" 141 lbs. $5,550
85045.01 E-140 14' 7' 20" 2 45" 82" 29"  148 lbs. $5,650
85052.01 E-150 15' 7' 20" 2 45" 94" 29" 153 lbs. $5,995
85251.01 E-152D 15'2" 7' 20" 2 43" 78" 29.5" 154 lbs. $6,250
85056.01 E-161 16' 7'2" 20" 4 45" 96" 30.5" 176 lbs. $6,550
85243.01 E-162D 16' 7'2" 18.5"/21" 2 44" 80" 33" 179 lbs. $6,950
85053.01 E-160 16' 7'7" 22" 2 47" 88" 32" 188 lbs. $6,695
85058.01 E-176D 17'5" 7'9" 24" 2 47" 80" 32" 187 lbs. $7,250
85062.01 E-180 18' 8'4" 24" 2 53" 100" 34.5" 217 lbs. $7,695

EXPEDITION RAFTS
Wherever there are big rapids, sharp rocks and high stakes, you’ll find NRS Expedition Series Rafts. Commercial outfitters around 
the world choose these boats for their proven performance and longevity. We hand cut and glue each raft using the highest grade 
materials and components—our thickest, toughest Pennel Orca® fabric, top-quality Leafield™ C7 valves, and a full-coverage HD40 wear 
chafer on the bottom. If you’re looking for a boat that can last you the rest of your life, and then be handed down to the next generation, 
look no further than the Expedition Series.

Features:

•   Removable Batten Attachment Thwart (BAT) system
•   14 stainless 2" D-rings
•   6-8 Pennel Orca handles
•   Leafield valves
•   7-9 air chambers: floor, 4-chamber tubes, thwarts
•   Self-bailing floor
•   Repair kit
•   10-Year Limited Warranty (6-year commercial)

Colors:  blue, red, gray, yellow, neptune gray
(More color options available for fleet orders)

Frame wear patch 41 oz., 
1,100 denier

Pennel Orca tubes and floor 
48 oz., 1,670 denier

Extended HD40 gum chafer
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      Max 
     Interior Frame 
Item # Model Length Width Tube Width Length Kick Weight MSRP

85009.01 120D 12'3" 6'3" 18.5" 37.5" 60" 28" 91 lbs. $3,750
85012.01 130 13' 6'2" 18" 37" 72" 28" 104 lbs. $4,050
85015.01 142 14' 6'6" 20" 37" 82" 30.5" 118 lbs. $4,450
85018.01 140 14' 7' 20" 45" 82" 29" 126 lbs. $4,595
85019.01 150 15' 7' 20" 45" 94" 29" 131 lbs. $4,995

Features:

•   Removable Batten Attachment Thwart (BAT) system 
•   12 stainless 2" D-rings
•   4 Pennel Orca handles
•   Leafield valves
•   6 air chambers: floor, 3-chamber tubes, thwarts
•   Self-bailing floor
•   Repair kit
•   7-Year Limited Warranty (4-year commercial)

Colors:  blue, red, gray, neptune gray
(More color options available for fleet orders)

OTTER RAFTS
Otters deliver the same outfitter-grade design and construction as our Expedition Series boats in a more affordable, lighter-weight 
package. Even the most avid private boater will get many years of reliable performance from these hand-crafted boats. They roll 
compactly for easy storage and don’t take a forklift to carry. We build them with long lasting, UV-resistant Pennel Orca® material and 
beef them up in high-wear areas for extra durability.

Frame wear patch 35 oz., 
840 denier

Pennel Orca tubes and floor 
41 oz., 1,100 denier

HD40 gum chafer
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RIVER CAT AND KODIAK CATARAFTS
NRS River Cat and Kodiak Catarafts give you extraordinary performance, agility and stability. With their precisely sized, continuous-curve 
tubes, you get excellent load capacity, ride and maneuverability with any model you choose. Heavy-duty construction and safety engineering 
make these cats unbeatable. No one takes as much pride in building cats as we do.

Features:

•   Pennel Orca® tubes 41 oz., 1,100 denier 
•   Pennel Orca bottom 48 oz., 1,670 denier
•   Frame wear patch 41 oz., 1,100 denier
•   16 stainless 2" D-rings
•   6 Pennel Orca handles
•   Leafield valves
•   6 air chambers; 3-chamber tubes
•   Repair kit
•   10-Year Limited Warranty (6-year commercial)

    Max
Item # Model Length Tube Frame Handles Weight MSRP

85214.01 14' River Cat 14' 25" 132" 6 72 lbs. $2,595
85215.01 16' River Cat 16' 25" 156" 6 75 lbs. $2,950
85230.01 16' Kodiak Cat 15'11" 28" 120" 6 87 lbs. $3,550
85231.01 18' Kodiak Cat 17'11" 28" 144" 6 92 lbs. $3,850

Colors:  blue, red, gray, dark green
(More color options available for fleet orders)
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MAVERIK INFLATABLE KAYAKS
MaverIKs set the standard for maximum performance, comfort and stability. The hand-crafted, continuous-curve design gives the boat a smooth, 
agile feel on the water. For durability and easy carrying, we fabricate bow and stern handles from double-layered tubular nylon. The Y-beam 
self-bailing floor creates a double keel for improved tracking and stability. Performance Pack model includes foot braces and thigh straps.

Features:

•   Pennel Orca® tubes and floor 41 oz., 1,100 denier 
•   HD40  gum chafer
•   Pillow thwarts, non-removable 
•   1 stainless 2" D-ring on MaverIK I; 2 on MaverIK II
•   2 handles
•   Leafield valves
•   4-5 air chambers: tubes, floor and thwarts
•   Self-bailing floor
•   Repair kit
•   10-Year Limited Warranty (6-year commercial)

Colors:  blue, red, gray, yellow
(More color options available for fleet orders)

Item # Model Length Width Tube Kick Weight MSRP

86015.01 MaverIK I 9'9" 35.5" 11" 18" 33 lbs. $1,795
86016.01 Performance 9'9" 35.5" 11" 18" 35 lbs. $1,895
86019.01 MaverIK II 12'5" 35.5" 11" 18" 46 lbs. $1,995



GIGBOB 2.0  
The grass isn't always greener on the other side, but the fishing 
is often better. The frameless, ingenious GigBob gives you the 
freedom to stalk the far bank, anytime, anywhere. Compact 
and easy to store, it rides without complaint in the back of 
the pickup, or even the trunk of a car. It assembles in minutes 
to transport you and your rod to where the fish are, and the 
crowds are not.

Features:

• Frameless inflatable design rolls up compactly for easy transport and 
storage, and it assembles in minutes

• Mount the oars to row technical streams with confidence, or remove the oars 
and pontoons to use it as a kickboat

• Inflates to twice the air pressure of other pontoon boats for superior 
whitewater performance

• 15 square-foot deck gives you a wide, stable platform for carrying supplies 
and standing to cast in calm water

• Heavy-duty PVC material stands up to years of abuse in rugged 
environments

• Includes carry bag, high-pressure pump, breakdown oars, seat and repair kit.
• 3-Year Limited Warranty (3-year commercial)

Item #  Length  Width  Height  Weight  MSRP
84001.02  8'4"  4'  13" 44 lbs. $995
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BIGHORN I FRAME
With the Bighorn I you can pack a large cooler or dry box either in front of or 
behind you. An excellent choice for most 12'-13' rafts. Two 9' NRS straps and four 
strap slides are included for securing your cooler or dry box.

Includes: (2) side rails, (2) crossbars, foot bar, seat bar, low-back rowing seat,
8" oar mounts, (2) 9' straps, (4) strap slides.

92001.04  |  48"W x 65"L; 54", 60", 66", 72"W x 68"L  |  60" frame, 40 lbs.  |  $725

LONGHORN FRAME
A simple rowing frame for almost any size boat. The Longhorn is equally suited 
for heavy whitewater or rowing to your favorite fishing hole. Combine this classic 
frame with a soft cooler and a dry bag or two, and you’ll have a clean and easy 
overnight setup that will make portaging a breeze. 

Includes: (2) side rails, seat bar, low-back seat, foot bar, 8" oar mounts. 

92010.04  |  48", 54", 60", 66", 72"W x 50"L  |  60" frame, 27 lbs.  |  $525

BIGHORN II FRAME
The Bighorn II can carry both a cooler and a dry box and will fit most boats 14' and 
longer. Its size and adjustability enable you to carry all the gear needed for multiday 
trips.

Includes: (2) side rails, (4) crossbars, foot bar, seat bar, low-back rowing seat,
8" oar mounts, (4) 9' straps, (8) strap slides.

88" RAILS 92003.04 | 60", 66", 72", 82"W x 88"L | 60" frame, 54 lbs. | $949

82" RAILS 92003.04 | 60", 66"W x 82"L | 60" frame, 50 lbs. | $949

RAFT FRAMES
Whether you favor multiday runs down large-volume rivers, wilderness overnighters, or adrenaline-fueled day trips on your local 
whitewater stretch, the adaptable NRS frame system lets you customize the ideal rig for your style of boating. When designing your 
frame, think about what kind of boating you want to do, and about the gear and passengers you’ll need to carry. Begin with the 
basics and add on features to arrive at the ultimate package. We’ve predesigned these frame packages to help you get started.
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COMPACT OUTFITTER FRAME
A genuine workhorse of a frame. Lets you haul two large coolers or dry boxes. Use 
one of them as a rowing seat when rigged with the included NRS Adjustable Cooler 
Mounts. 

Includes: (2) side rails, (4) crossbars, foot bar, cooler mount, 10" oar mounts,
(2) 9' straps, (4) strap slides.

92005.04  |  60", 66", 72", 82"W x 78"L  |  60" frame, 44 lbs.  |  $775

STERN FRAMES
Guide your paddle crew from the NRS Stern Frame. It's available with our durable 
padded seat or a high-density polyethyline (HDPE) slant seat (better for stacking 
rafts). Fully adjustable to compensate for the rise built into the stern of your boat. 
Large fits boats 14' or larger.

Includes: (2) stern side rails, seat bar, foot bar, seat, (2) oar mounts. 

STERN FRAME
92007.04  |  Small fits < 60"W, Large fits > 60"W; 10" oar mounts  |  27 lbs.  |  $525

 STERN FRAME WITH SLANT SEAT
92009.04  |  Fits ≥ 66"W; 8" oar mounts   |  40 lbs.  |  $475

UNIVERSAL AND SPORT CAT DROP RAILS
Turn your raft frame into a cataraft frame using these drop side rails. They can be 
attached to any cross bars. The drop measurement is from the center of the top 
side rail to the center of the drop rail.

UNIVERSAL DROP RAILS
90043.02 | 68” or 88” in length, 8 ¾” drop | $194.95

SPORT CAT DROP RAILS
92074.02 | 88” in length, 6” drop | $194.95

FOOT BARS
Attach a foot bar to your side rails and give a rower or passenger extra stability to 
help lock-in when the river gets rowdy. The deluxe foot bar includes adjustable foot 
pegs, for ultimate security when rowing big water.

FOOT BAR WITH LOPROS
90008.02  |  48, 54, 60, 66, 72, 82"  |  $104.95

DELUXE FOOT BAR
90005.02  |  $159.95
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COOLER MOUNTS
Support and stabilize your cooler or dry box. 11" deep; 
adjustable width. Rounded bend on cooler mount, 
90-degree bend on dry box mount. On the Adjustable 
Mounts, each aluminum bottom piece hangs from a 
separate 1" NRS HD Strap for total height adjustability 
of your cooler or dry box. Two 6' loop straps included.

COOLER MOUNTS
92997.01  |  $89.95

ADJUSTABLE COOLER MOUNTS
92999.01  |  $84.95

RAFTING SEATS
Heavy-duty vinyl covers cushioning foam for a 
comfortable, supportive ride. The High-Back Rafting 
Seat provides additional upper back support; both 
seats have a drain hole to prevent water from 
collecting on your seat. The high-impact plastic 
frame eliminates metal parts that could rust or bend.

LOW-BACK
94033.01  |  $119.95

HIGH-BACK
94031.01  |  $119.95

UNIVERSAL SEAT MOUNT
Made with hot-forged aluminum for a stronger, 
lighter mount. Fits 1-5/8" diameter frame pipe. 
Includes two U-Bolts.

94015.01  |  $69.95
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UNIVERSAL CAT FRAMES
Adjust the distance between the drop rails to fit your exact needs for cargo 
carrying space or to fit a mesh Cat Cargo Floor. The Deluxe Footbar gives you 
great rowing stability, and there’s room for two coolers or dry boxes and lots of 
other gear. 

Includes: (2) side rails, (2) 68" drop side rails, (5) crossbars, deluxe footbar, seat 
bar, high-back seat, 8" oar mounts, (4) 9' straps, (8) strap slides. 

92064.04 | 66"W x 108"L |  82 lbs. | $1,349
92066.04 | 72"W x 108"L | 84 lbs. | $1,349
92065.04 | 66"W x 120"L | 83 lbs. | $1,349
92067.04 | 72"W x 120"L | 86 lbs. | $1,349

SPORT CAT FRAMES
When you’re styling an NRS Outlaw Cat, or any other cat with tubes 23" or less in 
diameter, the Sport Cat Frame is your ticket to run. The drop side rails sit 5-1/2" 
below the top side rails to provide proper distance from D-rings for frame tie-
down. Adjust the drop side rails to the exact width you need for carrying cargo. 
The cooler or dry box gives you seating for a passenger, and the Deluxe Footbar 
locks you into a solid rowing position. 

Includes: (2) 88" side rails, (2) 88" Sport Cat drop side rails, (3) 66" crossbars, 
deluxe footbar, seat bar, high-back seat, 8" oar mounts, (2) 9' straps,
(4) strap slides.

92072.04  |  66"W x 88"L  |  67 lbs.  |  $1,099

FAT CAT FRAME
Pile on the gear and passengers for multiday trips. This cat frame 
allows the greatest flexibility for carrying gear and passengers. 
Allows up to three passengers to ride comfortably. 

Includes: (2) yokes, (4) side rails, crossbar, (2) foot bars, (2) seat bars, 
(2) high-back seats, 8" oar mounts, (2) 9' straps, (4) strap slides.

92057.04 | 72"W x 107"L | 100 lbs. | $1,649
92058.04 | 72"W x 120"L | 103 lbs. | $1,649

TOP CAT FRAME
For the greatest gear hauling capacity, the NRS Top Cat frame can’t be beat. Drop 
in two coolers or dry boxes, which creates seating for passengers, and you’ll still 
have room to pack lots of dry bags and miscellaneous gear. 

Includes: (2) yokes, (4) side rails, (2) crossbars, (2) foot bars, seat bar, high-back 
seat, cooler mount, 8" oar mounts, (2) 9' straps, (4) strap slides.

92054.04 | 72"W x 107"L | 94 lbs. | $1,549
92055.04 | 72"W x 120"L | 98 lbs. | $1,549

CATARAFT FRAMES
No boat is more adaptable than a cataraft, and no cat frames are more adaptable than the ones we build at NRS. Choose the width 
and length that works best for your cat tubes and your boating style, then go shopping for the features and capabilities that will 
complete your ultimate setup. Here are some popular designs to help you begin.
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ALLEY CAT FRAME
A versatile frame perfect for day trips and overnight adventures. The NRS Alley Cat is 
designed to carry one cooler or dry box, which can double as a passenger seat. At 88” 
long, it’s an ideal fit for a 14' River Cat, with plenty of room for dry bags and other cargo.  

Includes: (2) yokes, (4) side rails, crossbar, foot bar, seat bar, high-back seat, cooler 
mount, 8" oar mounts. 

92050.04 |  66"W x 88"L | 75 lbs. | $1,349
92051.04 |  72"W x 88"L  |  78 lbs.  |  $1,349

CATARAFT CARGO FLOORS
Constructed of high-strength, quick-draining mesh, our Cargo 
Floors are strong enough to stand on and support full coolers and 
extra gear. They come in 4' and 6' lengths and fit between the 
lower rails on yoke-style cat frames. They also work on Universal 
and Sport Cat Drop Rails when the rails are spread 33" or 39" 
respectively. Spreader Bars prevent bowing of the lower side rails 
and keep the Cargo Floor taut.

72" FRAME 81103.01 | 4' | $99.95
 81103.01  |  6' | $114.95

66" FRAME 81104.01 | 4' | $89.95
 81104.01  | 6' | $109.95

SPREADER BARS 93001.01 | 66" | $59.95
 93001.01 | 72" | $59.95

 SIDE RAIL RACKS
Strap dry bags, ammo cans, tackle boxes, Pelican cases—anything 
you can think of—to Side Rail Racks on your cat or raft. Made with 
high-density polyethyline (HDPE). They can lay on top of crossbars, 
footbars and seat bars. When supported by cross members, they 
make great walking surfaces. Won’t interfere with oar mount 
placement.

93010.04 |  3'L x 8"W  |  $144.95
 | 4'L x 8"W  |  $149.95
 |  6'L x 8"W  |  $154.95

LOPRO FITTING
The LoPro™ allows you to easily 
configure and customize your frame. 
Made from hot-forged aluminum 
alloy for a strength-to-weight ratio 
that can't be beat, this streamlined, 
polished piece of hardware is the 
heart of the NRS frame system.

91028.02  |  $29.95
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FISHING FRAME
Your raft and the NRS Fishing Frame are a perfect combination for that rocky 
mountain stream or your local lake. The Fishing Frame has a comfortable Low-
Back Rowing Seat for the rower and puts the angler up high with the padded 
High-Back Swivel Seat. 

Includes: (2) side rails, crossbar, foot bar, seat bar, angler seat bar, 
low-back rowing seat, high-back swivel seat, 8" oar mounts.

92013.04  |  48"W x 65"L, 54"W x 65"L, 60"W x 60"L, 60"W x 68"L, 60"W x 78"L, 
66"W x 78"L,  or 72"W x 78"L  |  52 lbs.  |  $949

CAT FISH FRAME
A cataraft makes a great fishing platform for swiftwater or flatwater angling, 
and the Cat Fish is the ideal fishing frame. The Cat Fish has room to float, fish 
and pile on the gear for day trips or extended journeys. The open design offers 
ample elbow room for the anglers and great visibility for the oarsman.

Includes: (2) yokes, (4) side rails, foot bar, seat bar, angler seat bar, 
high-back rowing seat, high-back swivel seat, 8" oar mounts.

92061.04  |  72"W x 120"L  |  94 lbs.  |  $1,475

FISHING FRAMES
Rafts help you get to places where other boats can’t go, where the fish are hungry and the water is never crowded. We’ve spent years 
working with professional guides to develop and refine the ultimate fishing frames for rafts and catarafts. We start with the basics, then 
offer a range of accessories to help you design your dream setup.
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ANCHOR MOUNT
Hold your boat in position with this 
slick anchor mount. Jam cleat mounted 
near rower’s position firmly secures 
rope. Anchors and 3/8" diameter rope 
sold separately.

RAFT ANCHOR MOUNT
93081.02  |  $249.95

CAT ANCHOR MOUNT
93080.02  |  $244.95

STRIPPING BASKET
Fits on Y Thigh Bar and Thigh Hooks to 
collect stripped fly line.

84100.01   |  $29.95

THIGH HOOK
You can put both legs inside the Thigh 
Hook or just hook one leg in. Whether 
you’re casting or already fighting that 
trophy fish, you’ve got the support you 
need for success.

FRONT 93026.02 | $124.95

REAR 93025.02 | $124.95

 CASTING PLATFORMS
Sturdy NRS Casting Platforms are a great fishing 
frame accessory. Combine one with a Thigh Bar, and 
you’re as secure as you’d be fishing from the bank.

STANDARD CASTING PLATFORM
Mounts to Angler Seat Bars

SMALL  93040.04 | fits frames ≤ 54"  |  $259.95

LARGE  93040.04 | fits frames ≥ 60"  |  $289.95

REAR CASTING PLATFORM
Mounts to straight Crossbars

SMALL  93041.04 | fits frames ≤ 54"  |  $249.95

LARGE  93041.04 | fits frames ≥ 60"  |  $279.95

FRONT THIGH HOOK PLATFORM
Mounts to Angler Seat Bars 60" wide or wider

SMALL  93043.04 | fits frames ≤ 54"  |  $249.95

LARGE  93043.04 | fits frames ≥ 60"  |  $269.95

STERN SEAT MOUNT
Attach the Stern Seat Mount to the rear 
crossbar of your NRS raft frame and you’ve 
got the perfect perch to fish from. 

SMALL  92017.03  |  fits frames ≤ 54"  |  $375

LARGE  92017.03  |  fits frames ≥ 60"  |  $375

HIGH-BACK SWIVEL SEAT
Relax and enjoy fishing. This 
comfortable padded seat rotates 360 
degrees for unlimited casting angles.

94026.02  |  $149.95

THIGH BARS
Thigh Bars help you keep your balance while 
casting and fighting fish.

STANDARD THIGH BAR
Mounts to one side of the seat bar.

93020.02  |  $94.95

U-SHAPED THIGH BAR
Attaches on both sides of the seat bar.

SMALL  93023.02 | fits ≤ 54" | $134.95

LARGE  93023.02 | fits ≥ 60" | $134.95

"Y" THIGH BAR
Attaches to a cross bar.

93022.02  |  $124.95
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CATARACT OAR SHAFTS
Updated with an innovative notched handle to let you know the orientation of the blade without taking your eyes off the downstream line. 
These maintenance-free fiberglass/carbon shafts weigh less than aluminum, and they’re twice as strong. Cataract, Carlisle, and Sawyer blades 
with 1-5/8" shank fit these shafts.

 CATARACT STREAMLITE BLADES
Cataracts lightest blade yet, the Streamlite™ oar blade shares the same 
asymmetric, water-hugging shape Cutthroat rowers love for shallow water 
while shedding excess weight and maintaining all the muscle for ultimate 
performance. Whether you're running Class V or fishing your local river, the 
Streamlite will keep you rowing long after everyone else turns in for the day.

77335.01  |  8.5”W x 27.5”L  |  $124.95

SGG WITH COUNTER BALANCE
This shaft has an internal counter balance weight in the handle area for easy, low-
fatigue rowing. Shafts come with rope wrap and rubber stopper.

77315.02 | 9' |  $214.95
77315.02 | 9.5' | $234.95
77315.02 | 10' | $234.95

CATARACT BLADES
Tough and buoyant, these blades do the job whether you’re fishing or 
whitewater rafting. Heavy-duty structural urethane surrounds a lightweight 
composite core. 7" Magnum blade has a thinner cross-section and molded ribs 
to slice into the water and help reduce flutter. Blades fit Cataract, Carlisle and 
Sawyer 1-7/8" OD oar shafts.

6.25" BLADE 77300.01 | 6.25"W x 27"L $87.95

7" MAGNUM BLADE 77302.01 | 7"W x 27"L $87.95

CUTTHROAT BLADE 77317.01 | 8.5"W x 27.5"L $87.95

X-WOUND
X-winding saves a full half-pound of weight yet preserves the same durability and 
flex as an SGG oar shaft. 

77316.02 | 9' | $213.95
77316.02 | 10' | $234.95

Please note: Lengths listed are the lengths of the entire oar (shaft and blade). 

SGG
The SGG model flexes through the first part of your stroke, much like a wooden oar. 
Then the shaft rebounds for strong, whip-like action that translates more of your muscle 
energy into the water. 

77310.02 | 8' | $163.95 77310.02 | 9.5' | $184.95
77310.02 | 8.5' | $163.95 77310.02 |  10' | $184.95
77310.02 | 9' | $163.95 77310.02 | 11' | $199.95

SGG WITH ROPE WRAP
The factory rope wrap protects the shaft and helps eliminate some of the noise of 
rowing, which you’ll appreciate even if you’re not fishing.

77312.02 | 9' |  $194.95
77312.02 | 9.5' | $215.95
77312.02 | 10' | $215.95

SGX
SGX shafts are 33% stiffer for larger, heavier boats. 

77313.02 | 10' |  $207.95
77313.02 | 11' | $227.95

 STREAMLITE OARS
Ultra-responsive with optimal flex, the Cataract Streamlite™ Oar Shaft with Rope 
Wrap will have you navigating the river like a steelhead. Using the right balance 
of carbon fiber and fiberglass composite, Streamlite lets your oars do the flex-
ing and not your muscles. 

77334.01 | 9' | $254.95
77334.01 | 9.5' | $270.95
77334.01 | 10' | $270.95
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CARLISLE OAR SHAFTS
Carlisle oar shafts have proven their strength and reliability on waters around the world. Built to outfitter standards, they’ll last many seasons 
whether you use them for fishing or river running, on flat water or whitewater. Durable, UV-resistant polyethylene plastic covers the reinforced 
internal aluminum body. Rubber grips cover the molded plastic handles. Our Rubber Stopper, regular Plastic Stopper and the Molded Oar 
Sleeve all fit directly onto the 1-7/8" shaft. Cataract, Carlisle, and Sawyer blades with 1-5/8" shanks fit these shafts.

STANDARD ONE-PIECE 
77256.01 | 7' | blue | $69.95
77256.01 | 7.5' | blue | $69.95
77256.01 | 8' | blue, yellow, black | $99.95
77256.01 | 8.5' | blue, yellow, black | $99.95
77256.01 | 9' | blue, yellow, black | $99.95
77256.01 | 9.5' | blue, yellow, black | $99.95
77256.01 | 10' | blue, yellow, black | $99.95
77256.01 | 11' | yellow | $119.95

STANDARD TWO-PIECE 
77257.01 | 8' | blue | $129.95
77257.01 | 8.5' | blue | $129.95
77257.01 | 9' | blue | $129.95
77257.01 | 9.5' | blue | $129.95
77257.01 | 10' | blue | $139.95

CARLISLE ECONOMY OAR
A great oar with a great price, designed for smaller rafts, row boats and pontoon 
boats. Anodized aluminum shaft and high-impact polypropylene blade for tough, 
long-term service. Available in one-piece and two-piece models. Best on lakes and 
calmer streams; not intended for whitewater use.

77255.01 | 6' | black/aluminum | $54.95
77255.01 | 6.5' | black/aluminum | $54.95
77255.01 | 7'  | black/aluminum | $54.95

ECONOMY TWO-PIECE 
77252.01 | 6' | black | $79.95
77252.01 | 7' | black | $79.95

CARLISLE OAR EXTENDER
Give yourself the extra length needed for varied boat widths and situations. 
Each extender adds 1' to your 1-5/8" ID Carlisle, Cataract or Sawyer oar shaft.

77258.01  |  1'  |  $49.95

CARLISLE OUTFITTER BLADES
Rugged and light, Carlisle Outfitter blades are constructed of tough, UV-resistant 
plastic with a full-length tempered aluminum spine for superior strength to 
withstand aggressive boating. A push-button mechanism locks the blade securely 
to a 1-7/8" OD shaft.

75001.01 | 6.5"W x 27"L | $64.95
75002.01 | 8"W x 27"L | $64.95

Please note: Lengths listed are the lengths of the entire oar (shaft and blade). 

NRS HELIX BLADE
Fishing the shallows and bony streams just got easier with the Helix Blade. The asymmetrical shape puts even 
pressure on both sides of the oar shaft, delivering a smooth and efficient stroke. Designed to scrape fewer rocks 
than traditionally shaped blades in low-water. Our push-button connector locks the 1-5/8" diameter shank of the 
blade into Cataract and Carlisle oar shafts allowing quick, no-tool interchangeability. 
77290.01  |  7.25"W x 29"L  |  $79.95
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SAWYER COBRA OARLOCKS
A fisherman’s favorite. The unique shape of the Cobra 
Oarlock gives increased strength and range of motion, 
allowing use of alternative strokes like the crab. The 
wide horns distribute the load of the oar across a larger 
surface, and the oval opening allows up to 15 degrees 
more vertical range. Bronze alloy construction withstands 
years of heavy use. Deluxe model is threaded to fit the 
included lock-nut.

Horn opening: 2"  |  Shaft: 5/8" dia. x 3-3/4"L

77409.01  |  Standard Single |  $49.95

 Deluxe Single |  $59.95

SUPERSTON OARLOCKS
The properties of our exclusive manganese-bronze 
alloy give these oarlocks amazing strength. They also 
have great “metal memory” so that if an oar gets 
forced up through the horns, they spring back to their 
original shape.  

Horn opening: 1-5/8"  |  Shaft: 5/8" dia. x 3-1/2"L

77407.01  |  Single |  $47.50

ATOMIC OARLOCKS
The ultra-strong, drop-forged NRS Atomic Aluminum 
Oarlock combines state-of-the-art technology with 
time-tested design. Pound for pound, this is the lightest, 
toughest oarlock out there. Our drop-forge production 
process yields a much higher strength-to-weight ratio 
compared to cast oarlocks. The durable anodized finish 
eliminates oxidation and discoloration, and the smooth 
finish protects oar shafts, rope wrap and oar sleeves 
from wear.

Horn opening: 1-5/8"  |  Shaft: 5/8" dia. x 3-1/2"L

77433.01  |  Single |  bronze  |  $49.95

OAR RIGHTS
77412.01  |  Each  |  $24.95

MOLDED OAR SLEEVE
77414.01  |  $17.95

STAINLESS SPRINGS WITH WASHERS
77402.01  |  $6.95

LYNCH PIN OARLOCK KEEPER
77400.01  |  $1.50

OAR MOUNTS
91040.02 | 6" Pair | $84.95

91041.02 | 8" Pair | $99.95

91042.02 | 10" Pair | $119.95

Standard Deluxe
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CONVERTIBLE OAR 
RIGHTS
The spline fits between the horns of an 
open oarlock to lock your oar blade in 
position. Then, when you want to be able 
to feather your oar blade, just flip the 
spline up and out of the way. Fits over 
the Molded Oar Sleeve or over oar shaft 
rope wrap.

77413.01  |  Each  |  $26.95

PLASTIC STOPPERS
These stoppers can be positioned on the 
oar shaft to keep the oar from slipping 
through the oarlock when you let go of the 
grips. The large size fits perfectly over the 
Molded Oar Sleeve. Regular size fits directly 
onto Cataract and Carlisle shafts. Small size 
mounts to shafts between 1-3/8" and 1-5/8" 
outer diameter.

77406.01  |  Sml., Reg., Lg.  |  Each  |  $18.50

OAR TETHERS
The stainless steel rings on this 3' leash 
attach to your oar on one end and your 
frame on the other end, keeping your 
oars within reach if they come loose. The 
quick-release cam buckle lets you easily 
adjust length and remove your oar when 
needed.

77431.02  |  Pair  |  $24.95

SPARE OAR KEEPERS
Chances are that when you need your spare 
oar, you’ll need it quick. The two parts of the 
Spare Oar Keeper attach to your frame’s side 
rail. The spare oar grip slides through the 
steel ring on one end. The other strap, with 
the quick-release buckle, attaches near the 
blade. When you need the oar, just unclip the 
buckle and pull the oar free.

77432.01  |  Set  |  $24.95

RUBBER OAR STOPPERS
Fits standard Cataract and Carlisle shafts.

77405.01  |  Each |  $6

Deluxe
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CARLISLE ECONOMY PADDLE
75004.01  |  48", 54", 57", 60", 66"  |  $24.95

PTE ECONOMY PADDLE
77106.01  |  48", 54", 57", 60", 66"  |  $26.95

PTC CANOE/RAFT PADDLE
77101.01  |  56", 60", 66"  |  $49.95

CARLISLE STANDARD PADDLE
75011.01  |  57", 60"  |  $29.95

CARLISLE OUTFITTER PADDLE
75010.01  |  57", 60", 66"  |  $54.95

CARLISLE GUIDE PADDLE
75005.01  |  60", 66", 72"  |  $79.95
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Item # Model Dimensions Volume Per Stroke MSRP

80075.01 K-Mini 100S 3"Dia. x 15"L 0.3 Gal / 1.2 L $72.95

80070.01 K-40 4"Dia. x 24"L up to 1.2 Gal / 4.5 L $139.95

80071.01 K-400 4"Dia. x 31"L up to 1.6 Gal / 6 L $174.95

80072.01 K-100 3"Dia. x 22"L up to 0.5 Gal / 2 L $72.95

80073.01 K-200 3"Dia. x 32"L up to 0.8 Gal / 3 L $89.95

K-PUMPS
Built to last and designed for easy use and storage. The K-100, K-200 and 
K-Mini 100S are perfect for fully inflating small rafts, SUPs, and IKs, or for 
topping off the chambers of a raft or cataraft. The K-40 and K-400 do it all. 
They have a unique two-stage design; use the high-volume mode to put most 
of the air in, then lock in the high-pressure stage to top off the craft drum 
tight. And all of these pumps can crank up the pressure—up to 15 psi. No 
hoses to kink or pop out. Pumps include valve adapters and a rugged storage 
bag. These innovative pumps work with most inflatable boat valves and come 
with an unlimited 2-year warranty. For use with military valves, please call for 
options.

5" BARREL PUMP
NRS Barrel Pumps are built to last, get wet and get used. A wide base 
provides sure footing while inflating a raft from any angle. The 6.5' 
flexible hose tucks into the webbing carry handle for easy stowage. 
This 5" diameter single-action pump stands 2.5' high. 5-year warranty.

80098.01  |  $219.95

WONDER PUMP 6
The Wonder Pump 6 inflates or deflates on the up and down strokes. 
Compact design allows you to reach the hard-to-find valves on any raft 
or IK. 5' non-kink hose and 7 adaptors included with each pump. 1-year 
warranty.

80010.01  |  $39.95

BLAST INFLATOR PUMP
12 V pump comes with an adaptor to fit a wide variety 
of valve types. Inlayed rubber insulates from heat while 
providing a more secure grip. 12' power cord with 
alligator clamps to attach to your car battery.

80060.02  |  $119.95

MECHANICAL PRESSURE GAUGE
Take the headaches out of monitoring the air pressure 
up to 20 psi in your boat or board with this simple, easy-
to-use pressure gauge. Compact, sturdy design works 
with Leafield and Military valves. 

80007.02  |  $12.95

K-PUMP KWIK CHECK
PRESSURE  GAUGE
Inflating your boat to the correct pressure extends its 
life and increases performance. Don’t guess, inflate your 
tubes with accuracy. Large, high-contrast display reads 
from 0-20 psi. Works on many different valves.

80082.02  |  $32.95
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Visit nrs.com to see the full 
selection of straps.

 1" HD STRAP
60027.01 |  PAIRS: 1’, 2’, 3’, 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $8.95-$19.95

60031.01 |  4-PACK: 9', 12', 15'  |  $26.95-33.95

 1.5" HD STRAP
60030.01  |  PAIRS: 3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $15.95-$23.95

 1" HD BUCKLE BUMPER STRAPS
60028.01 |  PAIRS: 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $17.95-$21.95

 MULTI STRAP PACKS
60032.01  |  MINI STRAP PACK: (2) 3’, (2) 4’, (2) 6’, (2) 9’, (2) 12’  |  $59.95

 MASTER STRAP PACK: (2) 3’, (4) 4’, (4) 6’, (4) 9’, (4) 12’, (2) 15’, (2) 20’  |  $119.95

NRS STRAPS
There are as many uses for NRS straps as there are people 

who own them. First introduced in 1978, they’re legendary for 

their strength, durability and usefulness—on the water and 

everywhere else. Now they’re better than ever. For 2020, 

we’ve retooled the buckle with a sleeker shape and made the 

size indicator more visible. We’ve also added super-strength 

bar-tack stitching, a new color option, a sewn-in name label, 

and a nod to a favorite strap hack: bottle opener.

Show
n at actual size.
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INFLATABLE SUP BOARDS
Our inflatable SUP line makes choosing the perfect board for your adventures easy with purpose-built models for every 
aspect of the sport—from touring to whitewater to fishing. No matter who you are and where you paddle—mountain 
lakes, wild rivers, urban estuaries or the Alaskan Coast—there’s an NRS SUP just right for you. Each board comes with 
interchangeable fins, a high-pressure pump for easy inflation, a pressure gauge and a repair kit. The board and accessories 
fit inside our exclusive SUP Travel Pack for easy transport and storage. We build our boards with the most advanced 
materials, components and construction methods, and we back each one with our industry-best 3-year warranty.

Reinforced rail 
seals and protects

EVA deck pad is textured 
for grip and comfort

Exclusive Axis Technology 
increases stiffness

High-tenacity core allows 
20 psi air pressure

Three-layer construction 
delivers superior durability

Leafield A9 pressure relief 
valve prevents overinflation
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THRIVE
A board for the do-it-all paddler, Thrive series SUPs are equally adept at touring, fitness 
paddling and light river running with the stability to help any novice feel at ease. Make 
every weekend memorable with an inflatable SUP that can handle any adventure.

QUIVER
Stable and responsive, Quiver boards are shaped with a wide deck and extra rocker 
for charging rapids, carving eddy turns and styling ferries. Whether you're looking to 
step up your whitewater game or just getting started, the Quiver elevates any river 
running experience.

ESCAPE 
Built for going fast and going far, the Escape SUP delivers the efficiency for after-
work attainment paddles and the carrying capacity for overnight tours. 

River Running

All Around

Touring

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

ESCAPE 11.6 11’6” L x 32” W x 6” D 326 liters 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg 86126.02 | $1,245.00

ESCAPE 12.6 12’6” L x 30” W x 6” D 335 liters 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg 86126.02 | $1,295.00

ESCAPE 14 14' L x 29” W x 6” D 363 liters 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg 86126.02 | $1,345.00

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

QUIVER 9.8 9’8” L x 36” W x 6” D 325 liters 130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg 86134.02 | $1,195.00

QUIVER 10.4 10’4” L x 35” W x 6” D 355 liters 130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg 86134.02 | $1,295.00

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

THRIVE 9.10 9’10” L x 30” W x 5” D 229 liters 90-180 lbs.; 41-82 kg 86128.02 | $995.00

THRIVE 10.3 10’3” L x 32” W x 5” D 253 liters 110-200 lbs.; 50-91 kg 86128.02 | $1,095.00

THRIVE 10.8 10’8” L x 34” W x 6” D 350 liters 150-250 lbs.; 68-113 kg 86128.02 |  $1,195.00

THRIVE 11 11’ L x 36” W x 6” D 380 liters 175-275 lbs.; 79-125 kg 86128.02 | $1,295.00
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All Around

Park & Play

Yoga

WHIP
Designed to surf and carve like no other inflatable board, the Whip is rounder, shorter 
and features a surf-style fin and tail configuration. The Whip is a favorite among local 
whitewater park shredders, park-and-play purists and downriver paddlers who like to 
play on their way to the takeout.

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

WHIP 7.8 7’8” L x 33” W x 5” D 198 liters 100-150 lbs.; 45-68 kg 86132.02 |  $1,095.00

WHIP 8.4  8'4” L x 34” W x 5” D 223 liters 100-280 lbs.; 45-82 kg 86132.02  |  $1,145.00

  MAYRA
Featuring a smooth foam deck for yoga comfort and a sleek shape for paddling 
efficiency, the women-specific Mayra is just as ready for sunrise stretches as it is for 
laps around the lake. Up the intensity of your yoga practice; just add water. 

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

MAYRA 10’4” L x 34” W x 5” D 280 liters 100-220 lbs.; 45-100 kg 86113.06  |  $1,095.00

AMP
If you’re raising rippers, they’ll need a board that’s built right for them. The Amp 
is perfect for youths looking to challenge themselves and have fun on the water, 
whether it’s off the end of the dock, at the whitewater park, or on your next river trip.

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

AMP 9'2" L x 29" W x 4" D 173 liters 50-120 lbs.; 23-54 kg 86139.01  |  $895.00
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OSPREY
Equipped with all the features of a fishing kayak, the Osprey SUP gives anglers the ultimate 
platform for sighting fish and pinpointing casts. Designed for maximum stability and utility for 
anglers, the Osprey includes three accessory mounts, bungee rigging up front and daisy-chain 
rigging behind the paddler for tying down your tackle bag or milk crate. 

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

OSPREY 10'8" L x 36" W x 6" D 370 liters 100-275 lbs.; 45-125 kg 86137.02  |  $1,295.00

HERON
With twin 7” diameter side chambers and a spacious rectangular deck, the Heron Inflatable SUP 
Board gives you the room to land hard-fighting fish and the carrying capacity for your tackle, tools 
and cooler. Daisy-chain rigging easily secures your cooler or tackle bag behind you. We also include 
three accessory mounts and bungee rigging up front.

BOARD DIMENSIONS VOLUME PADDLER WEIGHT ITEM #/PRICE

HERON 11' L x 39" W x 7" D tubes 325 liters 100-300 lbs.; 45-136 kg 86138.02  |  $1,595.00

SUP FINS
NRS gives you more options to customize your board’s performance with a range of fins designed for specific uses. Each is compatible with any NRS or STAR SUP 
and we build them with rugged nylon-reinforced plastic. 

WHITEWATER FIN
86166.01  |  $13.95

ALL-WATER FIN
86167.01  |  $15.95

TOURING FIN
86169.01  |  $17.95

GRASS FIN
86168.01  |  $17.95

FISHING

FISHING
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QUICK-RELEASE SUP LEASH
Lets you safely leash your board for river SUP 
without an expensive rescue PFD.

50008.03  |  $59.95

SUPER PUMP
Inflate stand-up paddle boards and other high-
pressure craft with this easy-to-use hand pump. 
Inflates up to 20 psi. Pressure gauge included. 

80016.02  |  $49.95

SUP LEASH
Perfect for stand up paddle surfing, the NRS SUP 
Leash features a comfortable calf strap and poly-
urethane non-coil flexible line. Two in-line swivels 
for tangle-free performance.

8' LEASH 50010.01  |  $29.95

10' LEASH 50010.01  |  $34.95

QUEST SUP PADDLE  
This lightweight paddle combines durability with 
performance at a price that won’t break the bank. 
Easily adjusts from 68"-86".

77119.01 |  1-Piece  |  $129.95

77120.01  |  3-Piece  |  $149.95

12' COIL LEASH
50009.02  |  $44.95

RUSH SUP PADDLE
Fiberglass construction for rugged dependability 
and lightweight efficiency. Quick-lock ferrule for 
easy length adjustment from 68"-86".

77116.01  |  1-piece  |  $169.95

77121.01  |  3-piece  |  $189.95

ZEPHYR INFLATABLE LIFE JACKET
Lightweight, inflatable protection that stays around your waist until you need it. Inflates to 15.5 lbs. flotation.

40037.01  |  Universal (27"-50" waist)  |  $99.95

PTS SUP PADDLE  
A sturdy aluminum shaft and high-impact plastic 
blade make the PTS a great economical paddle for 
recreational paddlers.

77112.01  |  72"-81"  |  $89.95

77112.01  |  79"-91"  |  $89.95

16G CO2 RE-ARMING KIT 
40035.01  |  $7.95
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1638 S Blaine St  Moscow, ID  83843

nrs.com  |  800.635.5202


